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WHO CAN PARTICIPATE

Smartphones and smart devices, in general, have penetrated modern life, accompanying humans in the majority of their
daily activities, realizing the era of IoT. This tight bond between mobile devices and humans has introduced numerous
solutions and automation in people's everyday living and also in business. Android is by far the most widespread mobile
OS to date, while Android Studio is the oﬃcial integrated development environment (IDE) for Google's mobile operating
system, built on JetBrains' IntelliJ IDEA software and designed speciﬁcally for Android development. Java is one of the
leading programming languages of all time, utilizing the Object Oriented paradigm.

ABOUT THE COURSE

Target: The course is aimed at selected staﬀ in 7 VTCs, EARK, ICK, and ICT teachers in 8 VET ICT schools.

HOW?
Implementation Approach:This course includes Online Training and Hands-on labs training. We will apply active participation,
which is essential to the success of the training. The participants will contribute not only to the
cadence of teaching but also to the deepening of the subject. After getting familiar with the
most basic mobile development components, they will be able to “compose” their own
solutions for a variety of mobile apps. After each course, the participants will be testing their
knowledge by practicing on the development of their own apps.

Scope: The mobile application development is getting evolved and is a way of reaching to world-wide users of the
community as being a part of the enterprise, large scale applications or being a standalone application. The
Android world has many diﬀerent ways of developing mobile applications for a wide variety of user community.
Most of the mobile applications are being developed by using Java and the Android Studio IDE, which provides a
wide range of frameworks and SDKs for eﬃcient development. Android Studio is the oﬃcial integrated
development environment for Google's Android operating system, while within the course, Firebase,
Cloud-as-a-Service infrastructure is utilized. The Mobile Development Training course shall provide medium-advanced level knowledge/skills, emphasizing the most modern mobile application development features and skills
to date by using the Android OS.
Main objective of this course is to provide fast, yet comprehensive knowledge to developers targeting at mobile
programming through the best available development tools and programming languages. This course uses
WHAT YOU WILL LEARN?
Know-how: Upon completion of these training sessions, the participant will be able to become a part of the large-scale
international mobile development teams or producing leading-edge mobile applications with the following
outcomes:

Familiarization with Android Basics, Fundamental Components and Android Life Cycle
Familiarization with local and remote cloud databases
Familiarization with a variety of sensors, including GPS
Ability to create mobile applications utilizing the most recent advances in smart application development

As part of the training, we will also apply the following approach:
Online Lectures
Hands-on lab practice
Peer interaction with participants
Online resources to use during and after class

SCHEDULE
The training program on MOBILE Application Development (Android) with Java Training course is planned to be
implemented during July (16-24 July, 2020), as described in the training outline.
WHAT IS NEEDED TO PARTICIPATE?
Pre-requisites: Each participant should have one PC or laptop computer and enough internet capacity to participate in
online training. The participants should set up the following applications on to the computer
before going to training.
Training platform (for the webinar) setup (if required)
Android Studio (freely available through https://developer.android.com/studio)
An emulator installed within Android Studio
An active Gmail account

AT THE END!
TRAINING ASSESSMENT
TRAINER PROFILE
The training will be assessed in two forms:
Participants will be assessed by completing a task, mostly in the form of and Android Project (application).

The evaluation will be attractive and composed of the content that they learned during the training.
The ﬁnal exam will include an assignment in the form of an integrated mobile application.

Professor Efthimios Alepis, received a B.Sc. in Informatics in 2002 and a Ph.D. in 2009, both from the
Department of Informatics, University of Piraeus (Greece). He is Associate Professor in the Department of
Informatics, University of Piraeus since 2013. He teaches more than 20 academic courses regarding software
development and programming, spread in 2 undergraduate and 3 postgraduate programmes in 3 Universities.
He has authored/co-authored more than 120 scientiﬁc papers which have been published in international
journals, book chapters and international conferences. He is the author of 3 books in the ﬁeld of Object-Oriented
Programming.
He has been several times awarded by both Google and Microsoft for his research in software and especially for
ﬁnding vulnerabilities in their OSes. Especially for Android, he participates in a number of CVEs.

POST-TRAINING ACTIVITY
The participant will have a timeline of two weeks after the training to prepare a small project using the tools
implemented during the training.
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